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2. Twitter Renee Pittman and Dennis Kucinich
3. Post to Youtube (advertising version)
4. Post to Youtube (free version)
5. CNN iReport >Assignments> My Life (under Express Yourself subject line)
6. Post to Vuneo (may have to upgrade to VimeoPlus)
7· Email Derrick Robinson - derrickcrobinson@grnail.com
8. Email Michael Williams from DASO - michaelwi@donaanacounty.org
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TO DO LIST FOR OTHER WHILE I'M GONE
I. I bought a Springfield 22mm pistol from Bay Guns and Gear in Panama City, FL. Please either
pick this gun up or get the money for it.
2. I paid $2,000 to the Arvizu Law Firm in Las Cruces, NM to file a bankruptcy for me on my
behalf. According to Arvizu, at least $1800 of this money is refundable. Please get the money
back for me.
3. I have a check for $500 from Taunton Family Children's Home. I did not finish the assignment
that I was working on, so it's not pressing to get the money back from them. But if they don't
mind giving you the check, pick up that $500 check as well.
4. I have a house located at 6302 Grayson Bend Drive, Katy, TX 77494. Please take care of
whatever needs to be done with the house.
5. I have several personal belongings at my ex-girlfriend's, Danielle Nixon, house in Las Cruces,
NM a
. Her phone number i
Orchestrate that with her.
6. I have several items in storage in Houston, Texas at Public Storage located at 5460 Addicks
Satsuma Road, Houston, TX 77084. There is a payment due for these items on December l,
2014, in the amount of $83.00. Please either make the payment or arrange to have these items
picked up from storage. My friend, Kimberly Snagg, lives in Houston, TX. She may be able to
help with picking these items up. Her phone number is
7.

I am pretty sure that Ebony Casarez will want Little Bit. We got this dog when we lived
together. Her and her daughter, Aaliya Williams, love Little Bit as much as I do, and I am sure
that they will want to get her and take care of her. Ebony's phone number is

8. Gather my personal belongings from the guest house at the Taunton Family Children's Home
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TO DO LIST FOR OTHER WHILE I'M GONE
1. I bought a Springfield 22mm pistol from Bay Guns and Gear in Panama City, FL Please either
pick this gun up or get the money for it.
2. I paid $2,000 to the Arvizu Law Firm in Las Cruces, NM to file a bankruptcy for me on my
behalf. According to Arvizu, at least $1800 of this money is refundable. Please get the money
back for me.
3. I have a check for $500 from Taunton Family Children's Home. I did not finish the assignment
that I was working on, so it's not pressing to get the money back from them. But if they don't
mind giving you the check, pick up that $500 check as well.
4. I have a house located at 6302 Grayson Bend Drive, Katy, TX 77494. Please take care of
whatever needs to be done with th.e house.
5. I have several personal belongings at my ex-girlfriend's, Danielle Nixon, house in Las Cruces,
NM~
Her phone number i
Orchestrate that with her.
6. I have several items in storage in Houston, Texas at Public Storage located at 5460 Addicks
Satsuma Road, Houston, TX 77084. There is a payment due for these items on December 1,
2014, in the amount of$83.00. Please either make the payment or arrange to have these items
picked up from storage. My friend, Kimberly Snagg, lives in Houston, TX. She may be able to
help with picking these items up. Her phone number is...._..
7.

I am pretty sure that Ebony Casarez v.,jll want Little Bit. We got this dog when we lived
together. Her and her daughter, Aaliya Williams, love Little Bit as much as I do, and I am sure
that they will want to get her and take care of her. Ebony's phone number i

8. Gather my personal belongings from the guest house at the Taunton Family Children's Home

MY EXPERIENCES

AS A TARGETED INDIVIDUAL

My deepest regret is that I did not make a more diligent effort of documenting my experiences as a targered
individual along the way; however, this document is my feeble attempt at recounting my experiences thus far. First off, to
anyone that may readthis document,,take a brief momentto prayfor my soul. WhatI am aboutto do I have deep regretfor;

however, I feel thatmy options are extremely limited. Because I am a targetedindividual,everythinghas been taken away
from me. I have literally been robbed of life through psychological, financial, and emotional hardshlp.
I first realized that I wass·a target while I was working as an Assistant District Attorney for the Third Judicial
District Attorney's Office in Dona County, New Mexico. I tried going to the police about my situation. On or about
September 7, 2014, I went to the Las Cruces Police Department to make a report ofmy experiences. The interior of the
LCPD office was locked, but there was a phone in the vestibule, whlch dispatch answered. I informed dispatch that I wanted

to make a· police report~and they sent an officer out to my location. I believe the officer's_namewas Kenneth Davis
(Caucasian male that appeared to be in hls 20s). The officer took notes of my experience; however, no police report was
ever made. Nevertheless, there should be a record of my phone call with Dispatch. That morning, I got invited to the gun
range by my girlfriend's friend's husband, Robert Kitcey (rkitcey@gmail.com). When I met up with rum
later that morning
and another guy that was with him of the police report that I had just made. If you need to get
at Starbucks, I informed
in contactwith Robert,you can contactmy ex-girlfriend,Danielle Nixo
. I don1t rememberthe otherguy1s
name, but he is an engineer from Michigan (Caucasian male in his late 40s or early 50s), and his wife's name is Betty
(Kenyan woman who appears to be in her early 40s, with a bald haircut).

rum

My apartment wlis'broken into, and ;'uy phooe was tampered with. I started being followed by various individuals in
unmarked cars. And on one occasion, I was followed by an individual in an LCPD sport utility vehicle cruiser. Through
electronic harassment, these individuals convinced me that I was guilty of a crime. As a result, I attempred to torn myself in
at the Dona Ana County Detention Center on three separate occasions. l was literally escotted to the jail by aboot ten cars;
however, no one went inside the jail with me. Each time I attempted to turn myself in, the cars waited in the parking lot
(watchiog me go ioside the jail). But the jail informed me that they had no paperwork for me. Then, each_tirne I left the jail
after being turned away, the cars that escorted me into the jail were gone.

I continuedto be followe~ l informedmy girlfriend,DanielleNixon, who residesin Las Cruce
and my fi.iend,Kirton,who also resides in Las Cruce
of these instances.Because I was an over-achiever
in my position, l frequently worked late. When I was in the office alone after hours, I would consistently see individuals
peeking around corners at me. As a result of this harassment, I eventually resigned from my Assistant District Attorney

position and traveled to Houston, Texas to get my old job back. I met with my old boss, Alfonso Kennard)on the evening of
Friday, October 10, 2014, to discuss rejoining his law firm, Kennard Law, P.C. as an Associate. On that evening, Kennard
offered me my old job back at a base salary of $50,000 per year plus 20% commissions on all settlements or judgment
obtained on my cases.
After we had reached terms on that agreement, Kennard called hls driver, Randy [stout, Caucasian male who
appeared to be in his late 40s ], to take us to another place because we had been drinking and should not have been driving.
Before Randy arrived, Randy's friend Edwin arrived. It was uoclear to me how Edwin could have possibly known who we
were, but he approached Kennard and I at the bar and claimed that he was there to meet with Randy. When Randy arrived,
we had one last drink. As we were leaving, I went to my car to retrieve my ID and wallet. I returned to find Randy and
Edwin whispering to Kennard. When I returned, everyone acted very unusual toward me; it was not the same jovial
conversation that had preceded this occurrence. Then, we loaded up into Randy's SUV to go to the next location. As we
that if I
were driving to the next location, Keunard leaned over and asked me, "if I wanted to take a bump"-suggesting
wanted to take a bump of cocaine Randy or Edwin could get it for me. I vehemently assured Kennard that I did not want to
take a bump. Nor had I ever taken a bump.
On Saturday, Kennard would not respond to my phone calls or text messages, which was strange because for the
two days prior to that he had been very responsive. Kennard'sdistance did not arise lIDtilafter his private discussion with
Randy and Edwin. As a result onhis strange behavior, I informed Kennard via text message that I may have to depose him
in a lawsuit._Thereafter,Kennardcalled me to arrangeanothermeeting. According to Kennard,he wantedme to discuss my
re-joining the fim1 with his partner, Terrance Robinson. We arranged a meeting for that Monday, October 14, 2014. On
Monday, we met at the A~loft, which is located at 5415 WestheimerRoad next to Kennard'slaw office. \Vhile there, we had
drinks. Kennard and Robinson had two drinks, and I had one drink. Then, we went across the street to The West End Bar &
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Grille, which is located at 5320 Westheimer Road to have a meal. Shortly after we arrived, Randy showed up and suggested
that we go to another restaurant dowu the street. Because Kennard agreed to pick up the dinner tab, I .agreed to go. At the

restaurant,Kennardkept insistingthat I join him outsideto discuss matterswith him. He againbroughtup the conversation
about me taking a bump of cocaine, and I again insisted to him that I have never taken cocaine.

·

After dinner, Randy <lropped me off at my car, which was parked near The West End. The following day, I
attempted to call Kennard, but my phone number was blocked. I attempted to call Kennard a couple of times after that, but
my phone number was still blocked. While I do not have last names for Randy, the driver, or Edwin, I am certain that

whateverwas said in thatwhispercost me my job. This situationwas all a partof an elaborateschemeto put me in financial
jeopardy, thereby making me more amenable to harassment ard less able to fight the issue. Upset and jobless, I returned to
Las Crucesto continuedharassmentand being followed.
On the morning when I was leaving Houston, my tire was punctured and flattened while in the driveway a
••1111115(residence
of Monica Johnson), where I was staying. When I returned to Las Cruces, I had to take my tire to On
Sale Tires to .have it repaired. There should be a record of that repair with On Sale Tires. Further, after retnrning to Las
Cruces, I was subjected to a constant noise campaign designed to induce sleep deprivation in me. My neighbors played
loud music, screamed, and people frequently made noise right outside my windows. Not only did this happen at night time,
but this happened during the day as well. Maintenance staff, which almost never worked outside my window previously,
worked ard made noise right outside my window everyday.
In addition through electronic harassment, my life was constantly threatened. Fearing for my life, I decided to pack ·
my things aud move back home to Wewahitchka, FL. As 1 w_asloading my Uhaul to pack my things on October 21, 2014,
my life continued to be threatened through electronic harassment ·Additionally, as I was loading my Uhaul, there was a
middle-aged man parked in the arroyo across the fence from my apartment complex (Quail Ridge Aparttnents - 251 North
Roadrunner Parkway). He was driving a gray Dodge Durango 4 x 4 with a camper shell that had a Colorado License Plate,
285 YPI. This man got out of the driver-side of his truck, removed a blanket from the camper shell, and unsheathed a
firearm from the blaoket. Then, the rnostfrightening thing happened. The man pointed this firearm at me, as J stood inside
the trailer portion of the Uhaul truck. !jumped off the truck, ran towards my apartment, and called 911. There should be a
record of this call with dispatch.
While officers were en route to my location, the man wrapped the firearm back in the blanket aud put it in the right

side of the campershell. Five officers respondedto the scene of Quail Ridge. These officers were acting very aggressively
towards me as though I was the assailant and not the complainaut-victim. Unfortunately, I was only able to get four of the
officers' names: Officer Shadd; Officer Frank Gomez; Leiutenant W.C. Jackson; and Officer Guerra (who aggressively
refused to give me bis first name but whose badge number was L650). Officers claimed that they searched the mysterious
man, but I watched this alleged search with my own eyes. They never searched his person. Nor did they even go to the right
side of the vehicle, where I saw this man place the gun. They merely peeked inside the driver-side of the pickup truck,
which should hardly be characterized as a search.
After talking with the man a little while longer, they came over to me and claimed that the man did not have a gun
and that they had conducted a thorough search of his person ard the vehicle. The continued to speak to me very
aggressively and insisted that this man had driven from Colorado to Las Cruces, New Mexico to survey the land that he was
on. Toe land that he was on is located directly behind Golden Mesa Las Cruces Independent Senior Living Community. If a
survey oftl1atproperty was requested, there should be documentation somewhere. I am certain that if you search, you won't
fmd any such documentation. It does not even make sense that someone would travel all the way from Colorado to conduct
such a survey, especially in light of the fact that you have to be licensed in New Mexico to conduct surveys. While it's
certainly possible that this man could have been licensed in New Mexico, it is unlikely that Golden Mesa or the surface
owners of the property behind Golden Mesa would not have simply hired a New Mexico-licensed surveyor. This

experience,particularlythe aggressivebehaviorof the officers, convinced me that law enforcementwas very much involved
in my harassment.
I am not sure what informationwas given to the leasing office at my apartm.entcomplex, but shortly after this
I received a letteron my door informingrn.ethat it was a notice to vacate my apartmentThere should be a record
_ip.cident,
of this notice and/or any interactions with·law enforceinent in the Quail Ridge leasing office. The harassment did not stop
on this day with that .incident. My life continued to be threatened via electronic harassment. I was literally threatened to
leave Las Cruces immediately. As a result, I left several of my belongings in my apartment at Quail Ridge, which was
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Apartment 1407. The leasing office should likewise have information regarding me leaving my belongings on both the
interior and exterior ofmy apartment. One of the things that I left in my apartment was my old cell phone (a red Samsung
Galaxy S3). I had gathered several license plate numbers in this phone, but because I was told through the electronic
harassment that I would be left alone if I left Las Cruces and left my phone in the apartment, I did. I, however, had
forwarded some of this license plate information to Altrus Campbell via text message and email. In addition, I gathered
_some license plate informationin the iPhone that was issued to me by theThirdJudicialDistrict Attorney's Office. I sent a
Preservation of Evidence email to John Willis, IT personnel with the Third Judicial District Attorney's Office, on October

21, 2014, in referenceto preservingthe informationin thatcell phone.
While·traveling from Las Cruces, NM to Wewahitchka, FL, I was repeatedly tailgated and cut off by both patrol
cars as weH as regular cars: I was almost run off the road at one point in Kerr County,TX. Further,while I was in Kerr
County, Texas, I was pulled over and offic~rs searched my vehicle for no reason whatsoever. I did not give officers any
consent to search my vehicle. Nor did they show rue a warrant. They .made me get out of the vehicle. They handcuffed me,
and I stood in the heat with no shoes on for approximately three hours. Several officers were present, including Chief
Deputy Clay Batton and Deputy Eli Garcia. There were about six more officers, but unfottunately due to the aggressiveness
and hostility that the officers showed me, I was not able to get the others' information. Nevertheless, there should be Kerr
County dispatch reports of the other officers that were involved. The officers held me there while a K-9 unit arrived from
another county. My belongings were packed in plastic bins, and they literally opened every single plastic bin and searched it
on the false claim that the K-9 had alerted to something inside the truck. The dog seemed more interested in the toy that the
dog's handler was holding than anything in my Uhaul, and of course, they never found any narcotics.
! took a rest break in Houston, Texas on my way to Florida l stopped at the residence of Monica Johnson again.
While there, the noise campaign continued. In fact, they recruited the Johnson family to participate in my harassment.
Marciel (pronounced Marshall) is typicaJ!y a quiet and reserved person, but he was continuously speaking very loudly and

screamingthroughoutthe evening. 1 was sleepingon the couch in the living room.While he was in his bedroom downstairs,
he had his bedroom television blaring. I believe.that they were recruited to participate in my harassment based on a threat of
Marshall going to jail for posSession of marijuana.At about 3:00 am that morning, while 1 was sleeping, Monica-came out
of the room screaming about her daughter, Britney's car being repossessed. While it's certainly plausible that Britney's car, a

red SUV, could have been reposse;;sed,Monica went on and on aboutthe repossession--slammingdoors, dropping things,
and yelling at the top of her lungs. Eventually, realizing that I was not going to. get any sleep in that house, I got up and
continued my journey to Florida.

Of course,the electronicand otherharassmentcolltinuedfor the durationof my trip. I was continuously cut off and
tailgated in traffic the entire way. I eventually made it to Florida Wben I got to Wewahitchka, Florida (and since I have
been in Florida), the harassment has continued, mainly through electronic (Voice of God - see Dr. Robert Duncan)
harassment. This harassment has been very debilitating and impactful. They have recruited other individuals to participate in
harassing me, including Buddy Parker (older, Caucasian male that is married to Ann Parker), Clifford Jones (son of Louise
Jones), Roy Myers (who is my cousin and the brother of Michael Myers and Melody Williams), and Demetrious (not sure
what his last name is, but be is the brother of Warren Bowers). There have been others that have been sent out to stalk me as
welL Unfortunately,I don't know these other i11dividua]s'
names. On one occasion, about two weeks ago, I was in Rich's
!GA standing in front of a three-foot, front-facing section of Little Debbie snack cakes. Two gentlemen came into the store
and walked rnrectly over to me. One of the gentlemen stood inordinately close to me, very much in my personal space.
When I turned to my right toward the direction of that man, the other man came up on my left, bumped me reaJ!y hard and
aggr_essively,and began a cOllversationwith the man on my right. The man that bumped me did not say excuse me and
stared at me as though he was challenging me to say something back. Although I don't know bis name, I recognized the man
on my left to be one of the Gulf County Sheriffs Office deputies.

In addition, I mailed Notice of Claim letters to the Dona Ana County Sheriffs Office, Las Cruces Police
Department, New Mexico State Police, and Third Judicial District Attorney's Office on October 13, 2014. 1 am not sure
what the status of those investigations are right now. But that event seemed to have been a catalyst for my electronic
harassment being ratcheted up to the point of unbearable.
Over time, I have been collecting individuals' license plates that have been following me. As previously stated,
so111eof these have already been transferredto Altrus Campbell via text message t
and email. The only
person that I can personal1yidentify thatwas stalking me in Las Cruces, NM is Elaine Lara,who resides at1••••••
......
On November 14, 2014, I got hit with a directed energy weapon. It is difficult to explain exactly what this feels
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like. l was also stalked by a senior-level, law enforcement officer in the Dona Ana Connty Sheriffs Office. Unfortunately, I
cannot remember his name. He is a Hispanic male that appears to be in his late 40s or early 50s, and I know that he has a
teenage son that plays football. In one discussion that we had, he stated that be worked between two candidates for sheriff
on the organization chart, Captain Buckingham and Kent Yallmt. His name is either Paul Nevarez or Greg Garland. I can't
remember. As I previously stated, I wish that l had done a better job at keeping records of the harassment that I have
endured, but this is the bes£that I have.
SOME OF THE LICENSE PLATES**
1. · TX - 070 HFC - older model White Trans Am
2. TX - CWK 458 - Chevy Suburban
3. TX-065 SST- Red Honda Sedan
4. TX - CKW 6831 - Blue Ford Escape
5. Temporary Tag- 06W7473 White Santa Fe
6. FL - CTR Rl 7 - Chevy (followed me into a gas station just outside of Fort Stockton, TX)
7. Mexico License Plate - SSA· 76-07 White Dodge Journey (followed me into post office in San Antonio)
8. TX- CTV 5823 - White Toyota Tundra (followed me in San Antonio)
9. TX- CZP 168 -Dodge Charger (followed me in San Antonio)
IO. TX-CDK 1595 -White Chevrolet Silverado (followed me in SanAntonio)
11. TX - CDK 3889 - Silver Jeep
12. CO -285 YPI - Dodge Durango
13. TX-92X VS9
14. TX-TCC 908
15. AZ - Blffi 6652
16. NM-697RCM
17. NM-678RYW
18. NM-012 SRY
19. NM-659PKZ
20. NM-259 RWH
21. TN-H74 805
22. TX - AV3 9993 - Black Chevy Silverado
23. *DWK 4756 - Red Toyota Yaris
24. *BS9 H88J -· Older White Honda Accord
25. *BB2 W802 -Newer White Honda Accord
· 26. *BX2 M315 - Silver Chevy Malibu
27. *DX8 100 - White BMW
*I did not get a state for the license plates with an asterisk beside them in Nos. 23-27, and it has been too long since l wrote
them down to rememberwhat statethey were from. But I believe thatthey are eitherNew Mexico or Texas license plates.

*The lady in the "20141015 _ 133953Jpg" file followed me into the post office as I was filing the notice of claims.
*This lady in the "201410!5_140529jpg" file that worked in the post office was approached by a man that did not come
into the post office for any se:ivice.The man whisperedsomethingto her. Then, when I was being waited on, she waSacting
very strange.I was at the post office to send my notices of claims to the Las Cruceslaw enforcemententities. I wasmailing
the Notice of Claim that was addressed to Mark D'Antonio "restricted" mail so that he would have to sign for it. She
covered up the restricted portion on the envelope. I asked her why she covered it. After I asked her that, she looked at me
very surprised and swore that it was a mistake. Then she stamped restricted on the front of the envelope. But when the
postage paid label printed, she covered the restricted stamp up, so I had to ask her again about covering up the "restricted"
portion. And sbe stamped it again. In the midst of this craziness, 1 decided to take her photograph.
•• ADDITIONAL text messages can be retrieved via AT&T.-

or from Altrus Campbell.

OTHER TARGETED INDIVIDUALS

. J .'·. Randy Quaid
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2.
3.
4.
- 5..
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Melinda Fee
Stephen Shellen
Gloria Naylor
KolaBoof
Jill Anjuli Hansen
Matt Barasch
Ted Gunderson (former Senior FBI agent/whistleblower)
Jiverly Wong
Aaron Alexis

**Although I fear that they may modify or delete information in my email and/or change the passwords, here is my email

information:
myronrnay@.hotmaiLcom

littlerOO

myronmay@yahoo.com
littlerOO
comm.you.nick.8(@g:Jitail.com
littlerOO

**My fucebook account login information is as follows:
myronmay@yahoo.com

JittlerOO

**l believe that I removedthe lock code on my phone;however, if for some reasonthere is sti11a lock code on my phone,
the lock code is 8438.
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NOTES FOR MY PERSONAL STORY AS A TARGETED INDIVIDUAL- PART

1

I. Reason for the Video

A. Heavy heart that I make this video
B. Victim of covert harassment through electronic harassment and gang stalking
C. Thousands of people in the United States are victims-known as targeted individuals
1. Google or YouTube targeted individuals and gang stalking and you'll find several
victims that tell stories similar to the one you'll hear today
II. Gang Stalking Goals Generally
A. The goal of gang stalking is to literally make a targeted individual destitute and drive
them insane
B. They employ various tactics to accomplish this goal
1.

People will follow you around in public places--shopping, on your way to work, as
sick as the may sound, I've even had people follow me into church functions

11.

T11eyemploy isolation tactics.
a) Convince your family, friends, neighbors, and coworkers through payment, lies
(such as falsely accusing you of committing a crime) that they should keep an eye on
you, and blackmail for people that actually are doing something wrong-that's right
they actually employ criminals to help in your harassment
To the targeted individual that has not yet discovered they are a targeted
individual, this experience is very troubling because you just notice tbat people
are watching you and don't know why
There's a saying that "people will do anything for money," and if they are doing
it based on a lie, then they think they're doing something positive rather than
participating in debilitating a person
b) Eventually, due to the targeted individual's own fear and apprehension from these
experiences and the lies told to the targeted individual's acquaintances, the targeted
individual finds himself alone

III.

Gang Stalking Methods
A. Anchoring
1.

Try to convince the targeted individual that a particular person or group is doing the
gang stalking-neighbors, coworkers, etc.
a) For me, control panel stalkers tried to convince me that my neighbors were
actually the ones stalking me, and they were very successful at this for about two

months. Because I could hear someone describing what I was doing inside my
apartment, I literally thought my neighbor above me had somehow installed a video
camera in my home
This was, of course, before I knew I was a targeted individual or what a
targeted individual was

B. Brighting
1.

This method can be one of the most irritating of all. When you are driving at night, you
will encounter several cars that turn their bright lights on you when they are tailgating,
in oncoming traffic, or passing you.
a) Now, of course, it is natural that you will encounter a vehicle now and again where
the person has forgotten to click their brights off or is missing a headlight and using
their brights to hide that fact, but with brighting, this will happen about ten times
in one trip in the vehicle

ii. Another brighting technique is when they flash brights into the windows of your
· home. Individuals will frequently pull into your driveway or near your apartment
window, shining their lights directly into your home. ,
' a) Again, one can expect this to happen every once in awhile by happenstance, but
when brighting is being employed, it will happen several times in one night
C. Noise Campaign

i. This can be just as irritating as brighting. Basically, the targeted individual is subjected
to a constant bout of noise to keep them on edge, and more importantly, prevent them
from sleeping. A lack of sleep, as we all know, makes a person edgy, agitated, and full
of stress
a) Loud music by neighbors
b) Cars passing by at rapid paces and blowing their car horns
c) Neighbors screaming and talking loudly near your home
Again, others are convinced to do this based on payment, blackmail, and lies that
you have done somethirig wrong or that you're crazy
d) Craziest tactic involved in a noise campaign is utilization of machine-generated
sounds (e.g., dog barks, chickens calling, duck calls, etc.)
ii. My personal experience with a noise campaign is what made me realize that I was a
targeted individual. I traveled to Houston, TX to get away from Las Cruces for awhile
because I literally was starting to question my own sanity. While I was in Houston, I was
staying at my friend, Kimberly Snagg's mom's home.
a) Every ten minutes a car came :l'lying down this residential street making all sorts
of noise and about every 30 minutes a horn was blowing. Having been at this
house several times and knowing that only old people lived in the neighborhood, I
knew that this was unusual.
b) What was even more puzzling was that I started hearing the "cock-a-doodle-doo" of

a rooster coming from one of the houses in the back. h was the exact same cock-adoodle-doo without any variation to it; it was happening at 4pm in the afternoon;
and it continued literally for hours on end.
iii. It was this experience that made me.realize that maybe 1here was more to my being
followed than I had previously imagined
iv. Some of my other experiences with a noise campaign
a) I was staying at my friend, Monica Johnson's ho/lle. And I am certain that they
convinced the Johnson family to participate. While I hate to spill the beans on
family, Monica's husband, Marshall, smokes marijuana. I am convinced that they
blackmailed them into participating in my harassment. This of course was not the
first time that I had visited them, But on this occasion, everyone was being
extremely noisy, and at about 3am, Monica came into the living room, where I was
sleeping on the couch, yelling about her daughter, Brittany's, car being
repossessed. Also, there were three TVs on in the house at full blast throughout the
night.
b} In Las Cruces, my neighbors constantly made noise--! went a 1.5 years with no
such. noise, then all of a sudden it was nonstop.
c) One night in particular, the neighbor above me was playing his music extremely
loud, so I put ear plugs in. Moments after I put earplugs in, from the neighbor's
apartment next to me-the headboard of my bed literally sits on her wall-I started
hearing extremely loud sex sounds. Again, I have lived in this apartment for 1.5
years without any such noises, but on this night, it was extremely loud.
D. Ghosting
L I didn't experience ghosting, but this technique involves rearranging a targeted
individual's things-furniture while they're gone, taking clothes out of their belongings
at the laundry mat, moving lawn decoration, and stuff like that
a) Paranoia; question own sanity
E. Mimicry
1. This involves a stalker encountering the targeted individual, and the stalker literally
mimics every movement the target makes.
a) I only experienced this once when I was at the gas station in Wewa. He comes out
from behind the pump and starts waiving. This particular stalker was wearing dark
shades and staring directly at me to make his presence known. I started washing
my windows. When I was washing the front, he was washing his front and looking
directly at me. When I moved to a side window, he moved to a side window and was
looking directly at me. It was very irritating and frustrating
F. Sensitization
1.

Ibis refers to an association of a particular stimuli with harassment. If the target
encounters stalkers wearing blue baseball caps, for example, the target will start to
associate their harassment to people wearing blue baseball caps.
a) The sensitization technique that was used on me was dark sunglasses. The goal was
to make me believe that everyone wearing dark sunglasses was out to harass me.
While I definitely knew that was not the case, I still found myself lookiug curiously
at people wearing dark sunglasses.

G. Mobbing
1.

This refers to a stalking technique in which the target encounters several individuals
stalking them at once. This typically happens when the target starts to realize that
something more is going on or is in a frustrated state. It is designed to scare the target.
a) This particular technique has happened to me oh numerous occasions. Because I
have a pretty low anger threshold, typically, when I have gotten upset about my
experiences, that is when I experience mobbing. If I'm driving or in a store when I'm
upset, several individuals come into my personal space at once or several cars (10
or so) will pass by all at once (coupled with my stimuli of dark sunglasses) with
individuals wearing dark sunglasses and looking directly at me rather than
watching the road.

H. Hacking
1.

_Thisrefers to downloading of viruses and malware on the targets phone and computer.
This is used both as a defense and for stalking.
a) My Experiences With Hacking_
When I first realized there was more going on with my experienc'<sthan meets
the eye, viruses and malware were downloaded onto my computer, which
enabled them to have remote access to my computer. I would literally be
working on my computer, and the mouse would start moving on its own and
clicking on things.
One night, I was trying to purchase a book by Renee Pittman Mitchell from
Amazon on my phone one night, and the browser on my phone kept closing on
its own. My phone, of course, had never done this before.
When I first moved to Wewa, I got a job at Taunton Family Children's Home.
During my first day on the job, my work computer was compromised, and the
mouse was moving on its own. I was working on a family law case for a
mother, whose kid was taken from her by the father, and they took control of my
computer and attempted to delete the family law document that I had just
fmished to try and get the mother's child back.
After the family law document was almost deleted, I was able to get the
-necessary anti-virus software to combat the hacking.

I. Electronic Harassment (Sci-Fi Made Real);
i. This technology is the most creepy and frightening weapon in the stalkers' arsenal.
ii. This technology is detailed in Dr. Robert Duncan's book, Project Soul Catcher:
Secrets of Cyber and Cybernetic Warfare Revealed
iii. Linchpin of the whole gang stalking program

iv. Nanofibers
a) Through nanotechnology and chemtrails, the control panel stalkers are able to
monitor and induce all sorts of things in a target.

Bodily functions, pain receptors, and stress hormones
Through this technology, a target's heart rate can be sped up
Direct energy weapons
b) My Personal Story
This technology has been the most troubling for me in dealing Vl~ththe
experience of being a target. I have been induced to have what I thought were
panic attacks on two separate occasions because my heart rate was moving so
rapidly. It was a very scary experience. This, of course, happened to me before' I
realized that I was a targeted individual.
I have experienced the directed energy weapons on two occasions, which is
one of the most frightening things a person could ever encounter. I would not
~sh this on my worse enemy. In the drop of a dime, your body heats up
intensely to an extremely high temperature. I literally felt a hot, tingling
sensation all over my body and immediately broke out into a sweat. It made me
dizzy and disoriented, and I had to stop everything that I was doing.
v. Psychotronic Weapons: Voice of God & Image Induction Weapons (Sci Fi Made Real)
a) This technology is discussed in Dr. Duncan's book. You may also find videos about
it on youtube by searching for "Dr. Robert Duncan" or "Project Soul Catcher."
b) This technology sounds absolutely crazy, BUT IT IS REAL! Through the use of
microwave radio frequency radiation, control panel stalkers are able to literally
induce sound, including voice, into a targets cochlea so that they hear voices. This
technology is the linchpin of the entire gang stalking program:
To the targeted individual that does not realize they are target or that this
technology exists, they start to believe that they are having a schizophrenic or
psychotic episode. And if t.1:ieytry to explain to someone else that they are
hearing voices, then that person will, of course, reach the same conclusion.
In essence, the person either thinks they are crazy or other people think the
person is crazy. This works in favor of the program always remaining a
secret because any target that attempts to speak out about this will instantly
be discredited as schizophrenic. This also further isolates the target from
acquaintances, friends, and loved ones. BUT PLEASEREVIEWDR.
DUNCAN'S TECHNOLOGY BEFORE YOU WRITE TIDS OFF AS
UNBELIEVABLE OR CRAZY!!!
c) With the image induction technology, which is based on the same bio-technologica1
research as Voice of God Weapons, control panel stalkers are able to induce images
into a target's mind (which is typically done while the target is sleeping). In
addition, control panel stalkers are able to see any images originating from the
target's mind-both actual images (what the target is actually looking at) and
fictional images (images that the target is thinking about from memory or
imagination)

IV.Effectiveness of Voice of God Weapons for the Overall Stalking Program
A. Just as control panel stalkers can induce sound into a target's ear, control panel stalkers can
induce sound into a street-level stalker's ear. In this way, control panel stalkers are able to
· easily alert street-level stalkers of the presence of a target and give them direction as to
how to interact with the target without the target ever knowing. The target is left in a
perplexed statr, wondering how the street-level.stalkers even know who they are.
B. Fortunately, I was able to figure this out. Unfortunately, many targets have not and
probably never will, which only further exacerbates the psychological stress that they
·endure.

NOTES FOR MY PERSONAL STORY AS A TARGETED INDIVIDUAL- PART 2

I. Prayer
A. Repent and ask for forgiveness
B. Please take a moment to pray for my soul and the souls of all of those impacted by gang
stalking
C. Pray for all targeted individuals around the world
D. Pray this video and my actions will hopefully help all.targeted individuals
E. Ask forgiveness from all families hurt by my actions
II. Goodbyes
A.Mom
B. Grandma
C. Sister
D. Brother
E. Nieces and Nephews
F. Mama Campbell
G. Airborne, Ranger, and Stacey
H. Keith Jones
I. Osei Boakye
· .T. Marsett Solomon
K. Ebony Casarez & Aaliya Williams
L. Althea Mills
M.Maria Gonzales Prieto
N. Danielle Nixon
0. Milea
P. Mu Epsilon Chapter of PBS (line brothers, Brian and Chauncey)
Q. Mr. David and Ms. Abby Taunton
!If.

Explanation of Why
A. Difficult decision (hack against the wall)
i. Didn't choose to be in this evil program
ii. Robbed of living a fulfilling, normal life
a) Wife and kids
b) Great career
c) Normal legacy .
iii. Goal is to expose it and help other targeted individuals capitalize on the media exposure
that this may cause
B. Doing this for targeted individuals to have a chance at a normal life
C. Doing this so that no one else will have to worry about being unwillingly put into this evil,
ungodly program

IV.Message to elected officials
A. Challenge you to seriously consider
B. Challenge you to seriously research
C. Challenge you to do an investigation
D. Challenge you to pass legislation
E. Challenge you to fight 100% for every American citizen to have the chance at a normal life
free of torture and harassment

V. Message to the Media
A. Challenge you to research and investigate this issue
.B. Challenge you to do a thorough investigation before you draw conclusions base.d solely on
an individual's mental health
C. Challenge you to not substitute tag lines and lazy journalism for doing real work
D. Challenge you to re-visit this issue every year on the anniversary ohhis day

VI.

To Those That Participated in my Stalking
A. Monica and Marshall Johnson, Elaine Lara, Buddy Parker, Roy Myers, Clifford Jones,
Demetrius (brother of Warren:Bowers)
1. You may not have realized that you were being manipulated to participate in an evil,
ungodly program.
a) If you didn't know, I understand and forgive you
b) If you knew, I hope that God has mercy on your soul b/c you are just as responsible
for the harm that I suffered and countless Targeted Individuals suffer on a daily basis
I .know this may sound like a cop out, but you're at least indirectly responsible
for the events that are about to take place
B. Challenge you to have the courage to come forward despite threats, offers of money, or fear
of becoming the next target
C, Veronica Avilar - Probation officer thatlived across from me in my apartment complex; I
don't believe you participated in my stalking, but I'm curious to know, what if anything, was
. said to you about me. I hope that someone will question you about that

VIL

To Deputy Jamar Cotton
A. I know you're an officer and becoming a mason, both of which have a significant influence
in harassing targeted individuals and gang stalking
B. I think you are a great person. Promise me that you won't get involved in this evil, ungodly
program

VIII.
Dr. Robert Duncan
A. The scientist responsible for this biotechoology that is used to torture individuals
worldwide.
B. I encourage you to read Dr. Robert Duncan's book called Project Soul Catcher: Secrets of
Cyber and Cybernetic Warfare Revealed

IX.

Other prominent people in Gang Stalking and Within the Targeted Individual
Community
A. Ted Gunderson (former senior FBI agent that became a targeted individual after exposing
information about this techoology)
B. Dr. Joho Hall (voice for targeted individuals and against gang stalking)
. C. Dr. Terry Andersen (voice for targeted individuals and against gang stalking)
D. Renee Pittman Mitchell (targeted individual that has written several books on her
experience as a targeted individual)
E. Deborah Tavares (voice for targeted individuals)
F. Derrick Robinson (targeted individual and prominent voice for targeted individuals)

X. Freedom from Covert Harassment and Surveillance
A. Organization dedicated to assisting targeted individuals and fighting to eradicate this evil,

ungodly program
XI.

Message to Targeted Individuals
A. I feel your pain. I know that you are hurting mentally, physically, emotionally, and
financially.
B. I admire you for having the strength and courage to keep fighting to have a normal life
despite this evil, ungodly program that you are being subjected to
i. In a way, I'm sad because you have more strength and courage than me
C. Don't let any of the death in this incident be in vain
D. If there is any media exposure, make sure that you capitalize on it.
i. This is your opportunity to tell your story.
ii. This is your opportunity to come out of the shadows.
iii. This is your opportunity to not be ignored for a change
iv, This is your opportunity to not be written off as schizophrenic or psychotic
v. Please capitalize on it
E. Band together and don't go at it alone. There is strength in numbers
i. There mission is to isolate; divide and conquer
ii. They try to pit us against each other with the promise that you'll get treated more
favorably; don't bow down to the devil and fight against your own people
F. I am praying for you. Please pray for my soul because I don't want to spend my eternity in
hell as a result of being put into an evil, ungodly program that I had no say-so in whether or
not I'd be a test-subject in
G. I sent out a sample letter to Congress to some of my friends along with this story. Please get
your hands on that letter and send it in to the House Representative for your district and to
the 2 US Senators for your state. Also, please send it to your state and local officials as well.
i. Again, this is your opportunity to be heard. Don't miss it.
. H. Please don't let my story die with me.· Post it and re-post it every day if you can. And
encourage other people to post my story too.

XII.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Apology to Anyone Hurt by My Actions
I know that you probably don't want to hear anything that I have to say
I know that you probably don't care what I have to say
I know that you probably hope that I burn in hell
Nevertheless, I want to ask you to forgive me. I hope that at some point, you will be able to
find it in your heart to forgive me.
E. I don't expect you to understand. But please forgive me.
F. I know you probably think that I am crazy or mentally ill, but I'm not. I'm perfectly sane.
Unfortunately, in my carnal mind, this was the best way I could come up with to fight

XIII.
Message to Everyone
A. The ultimate tragedy is not the oppression and cruelty by the bad people but the silence over
that by the good people. - Martin Luther King, Jr.
i. I don't expect that there will be much silence over the lives that were Jost, AND THERE
SHOULDN'T BE ANY SILENCE
ii. I don't expect that there will be much silence over the people that were injured, AND
THERE SHOULDN'T BE ANY SILENCE
iii. I don't expect that there will be much silence about the emotional pain that people have
experienced and will likely continue to experience for a long time, AND THERE
SHOULDN'T BE ANY SILENCE

iv. My only hope is that there will no longer be silence over the oppression and cruelty that
targeted individuals experience every single day.
a) Please don't be silent about the psychological pain
b) Please don't be silent about the physical pain
c) Please don't be silent about the emotional pain
d) Please don't be silent about the isolation, loneliness, and depression
XIV.
Challenge
A. I'm sure that some of you will call me crazy, schizophrenic, and psychotic, and you are
entitled to your opinions, even though they are wrong
B. But I want to challenge you to not jump to a mental health conclusion
C. I want to challenge you to not make a conclusion out of ignorance, without any facts
D. I want to challenge you to think outside the box
E. I want to challenge you to ask questions
F. I want to challenge you to be a skeptic
G. I want to challenge you to allow your humanity and curiosity supersede your ignorance
H. There hopt;, is that people's natural interest in self and laziness will prevent them from
looking into these matters, so I challenge you to put down your own selfishness for a brief
moment and at least consider the possibility
I. If you do that, you will help thousands of innocent, American citizens just like you have a
chance at a normal life.
i. After all the loss that has happened, it is at least worth accepting that challenge
XV.
Message to God
A. Father forgive me for what I'm about to do and forgive me for all of my sins
B, I prayed so hard for months, and the more I.prayed, the worse things got.
C. I'm sorry that my faith was so weak.
D. Romans 8:38-39 says, "I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor
demons, neither tlie present nor the future, nor any powers, neither height nor depth, nor
anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ
Jesus our Lord."
E. And Romans 8:1 says, "there is no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus."
F. I sincerely hope that these two scriptures hold true for me and my soul. God, I don't want to
be separated from you, and I don't want to be condemned for anything that I have done, am
doing, or am about to do.
G. Jesus, I believe that you are the son of god, and that you dies for as a ransom for my sins
that I might have salvation. Please forgive me for all my sins. I love you and want to spend
my eternity with you. Amen.

.--=

Renee Pittman Mitchell

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL, RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
November 17, 2014
Dear Ms. Mitchell and Other Addressees:
The purpose of this letter is three-fold. First, I would like to make a sincere plea to you not to let my
personal story die. Enclosed within this letter, you will find a USB flash drive containing a personal
testimony from me about the financial, emotional, and psychological pain that I have endured over the
course of the past few months since I discovered that I was a "targeted individual." I have literally
been forced to endure a living hell. There are thousands of targeted individuals within the United
States that literally suffer each and every day at the hands of our govermnent. Personally, I have
experienced significant harassment from law enforcement in every place that I have been these past
.
fewmonths.
Second, over the coming days and weeks, you will hear numerous people try to label me as a person
with mental health issues. If you simply google "targeted individual," "gangstalking," "Freedom From
Covert Harassment and Surveillance," or "Dr. Robert Duncan," 1 you will see that what I have
experienced, albeit not widely known, is very real. In addition, you can find various videos on youtube
by searching under these exact same search terms. Our government is able to capitalize on this lack of
kno"fodge among the general population to curb sentiments towards questioning the mental health of
targeted individuals rather than admitting the truth-that there is a system of covert torture of ordinary,
i1mocent citizens th.at is happening within our own borders. I have not told a single person exactlv
what I intend to do--and only you eight people know that I intend to do anything at all-but my
goal is to gamer some much-needed media attention to the pliglit of targeted individuals because we are
a marginalized group with few financial assets. Coincidentally, that means we get ignored.
Third, enclosed within, you will also find a sample letter to congress. Please encourage as many people
as you can to send a copy of this letter to congress. My hope is that if enougli people take a genuine
concern into the struggles of targeted individuals, then congress will have to do something to stop it
once and for all-not like the false machinations of stopping it that took place in the 1970s with
COINTELPRO.
I apologize for putting this responsibility on you guys, but you are people that I know and trust. I am
confident that Ms. Mitchell will not allow my story to die. I sincerely hope that you will (1) keep an
electronic copy of my story for yourself, (2) provide a copy for distribution to media outlets, (3) make
sure that Ms. Mitchell gets a copy [although I am sending her a copy, l fear that it may be intercepted],
and (4) see to it that if my story is removed from the intemet-youtube, vimeo, etc.-it will be
promptly re-uploaded. I know that I am asking for a lot, but please assist me with this.

I Project: Soul Catcher: Secrets of Cyber and Cybernetic Warfare Revealed by Dr. Robert Duncan.
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Lastly, please whisper a prayer for my soul. I am still a believer, and I honestly feel that there is no
hope for me. Consequently, I am making a sacrifice so that others in my same position might have a
chance at a normal, harassment-free life. I realize thatmy methods are not the best selection-and
probably will not be perceived as the selection of a Christ-follower-but I have prayed incessantly for
months to no avail. There are targeted iudividuals that have endured this torture for decades without
any relief, and what targeted individuals need more than anything is media attention.

OTHER TARGETED INDIVIDUALS

1. Randy Quaid
2. Melinda Fee
3. Stephen Shell en
4. Gloria Naylor
5. KolaBoof
6. Jill Anjuli Hansen
7. Matt Barasch
8. Ted Gunderson (former Senior FBI agent/whistleblower)
9. Jiverly Wong
10. Aaron Alexis
Your brother in Christ,

Myron May

cc:
a) Derrick Robinson

b)

c) Aaron Watson
--Law

Firm§

· d) Jnan P. Chisholm

e) Chris V. Rey
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J) Marc Bozeman

g) Titiana Frausto
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Date
The Honorable ---Office Address
United States House of Representatives/United State Senate
City, State, Zip
Dear Representative/Senator _____

_

After hearing about the story of Targeted Individual Myron May and other targeted individuals, I have
accepted the challenge to do what I can to make a difference. That's why I am urging you to pass a bill
or resolution to begin an investigation into the targeting of United States citizens for the types of
harassment outlined in my letter below:
Although not widely known by the public, targeted individuals endure a scheme of conduct designed to
drive them over the edge mentally, physically, and emotionally. This scheme is referred to among the
targeted individual community as :gang stalking." Gang Stalking is a systemic form of control, Which
seeks to control every aspect of a Targeted Individuals life. Gang stalking takes place outside in the
community. It's called gang stalking because the target is followed around and placed under
surveillance ..

Gang Stalking Goals
The goals of gang stalking are to (a) silence an individual, (b) drive a victim insane and possibly to the
point of suicide, and (c) destroy the victim's reputatio11and believability-as the person will be viewed
as mentally ill if they complain or report such abuse. Gang stalking may also be used to force an
individual to move or leave an area.
Motivations for Gang Stalking
The motivations for gang stalking vary widely. Three of the most common are as follows:
Being a corporate or government whistle blower (particularly if you are exposing conduct that
is unbecoming oflaw enforcement);
Revenge for getting away with a criminal offense;
. Knowing too much about gang stalking itself-because you become a threat to e.icposure
Who Are The Stalkers?
For the most part, stalkers are everyday citizens that are usually acting under some type of guise (e.g.,
that they are doing something positive for the community; a false accusation that the targeted
individual is under investigation for a crime). Other stalkers, however, are simply paid to harass a
targeted individual. Sadly, many of these gang stalkers are involved in Jaw enforcement.
Examples of Gang Stalking Harassment
Here are some of the stalking activities thai targeted individuals have to endure:· slashed tires,
threatening phone calls, hangup calls, verbal assaults by strangers, property damage, death threats,
peeping toms, being followed on foot and by vehicle, and character assassination among family,
friends, neighbors, and coworkers.
Tactics Used by Stalkers
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Anchoring
A technique employed by stalkers to persuade tbe targeted individual tbat a particular group is
responsible for the abuse----neighbors, racial-ethnic group, etc. The goal is to trick the targeted
· individual into thinking an innocent bystander is tbe culprit of their harassment and compel the targeted
individual into verbally or physically assaulting tbat person.
Brighting
Brighting involves the practice of repetitive flashing of a car's high beam headlights at a targeted
individual. The targeted individual is flashed an inordinate amount of times from either a tailgating,
passing, or oncoming vehicle. Brighting also occurs when bright lights are flashed into a targeted
individual's home windows.
Electronic Harassment
Electronic harassment is tbe use of technological devices to spy on or cause harm to targeted
individuals (e.g., exposure to high electromagnetic fields, microwave radiation, etc.). A frequent form
of harassment involves beaming a low frequency tone info a targeted individual's area, which over time
causes sleep deprivation, agitation, and stress. A great deal of this research is highlighted in a book
written by the pioneer of electronic harassment, Dr. Robert Duncan, which is entitled "Project Soul
Catcher: Secrets of Cyber and Cybernetic Warfare Revealed." Other prominent individuals in the field
include Dr. Nick Begiche, Dr. John Hall, and Dr. Terry Andersen. In addition to electronic harassment,
stalkers utilize nanofibers to track targeted individuals.
Ghosting
Ghosting refers to the practice of rearranging or moving a targeted individual's personal belongings to
make the targeted individual question his/her sanity (e.g., moving home furniture, lawn decorations,
desk decorations, etc.),
Mimicry
Mimicry is a specialized form of harassment in which tbe stalkers imitate every movement made by tbe
victim..
Mobbing
Mobbing is a term that describes intense group bullying. Several stalkers descend upon a targets area in
the same time period. In tbese instances, gang stalkers are not as discrete because they want to make
their presence known to tbe targeted individual.
Noise Campaign
A noise campaign is an orchestrated effort to produce stress in a targeted individual by prolonged
exposure to noise (e.g., neighbors playing loud music, cars passing at rapid paces, vehicle horns
blowing, technological devices to induce dogs to bark, etc.).
Sensitization
Sensitization is a psychological term referring to tbe forced association between a stimuli and a
corresponding reaction. For example, if a targeted individual is frequently harassed by people wearing
blue baseball caps or sunglasses, over time, the targeted individual will believe tbat anyone wearing a
blue baseball cap or sunglasses is a stalker coming to harass them.
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Gas-Lighting
Gas lighting refers to presentation of false information for the purpose of making victims· doubt their
own memory, perception, and sanity.
Hacking
Hacking generally refers to the downloading of viruses and malware as well as gaining remote access
to a targeted individual's electronic devices. After gaining such access, stalkers are able to delete files,
modify files, and contemporaneously interfere with a target while he or'she is working.

It is my hope that you will accept the challenge as I have. Again, I strongly urge you to consider
passing a bill or resolution to conduct an investigation into the harassment outlined in my letter above.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Name
Title
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone Number
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